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Abstract 
This paper studies the nonblocking switching operation of 3-stage Clos networks in the 
multirate environment. In particular, we concentrate on the strictly nonblocking mode of 
operation of these switching networks. Our analysis determines bounds for the minimum 
number of middle-stage switches required for strictly non blocking operation. Several cases 
of the multirate environment are considered, including discrete and continuous bandwidth 
multirate traffic. We survey the results already reported in the literature and we extend 
them for general asymmetrical Clos networks. We also generalize them for the case in 
which the internal links have higher bandwidth capabilities than the input/output ports. 
In addition to these extensions, we derive a more general result, which not only provides 
a tight bound for various multirate cases, but also improves an already existing bound for 
the case of continuous bandwidth multirate traffic. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The theory of non blocking switching was originally motivated by the problem of designing 
switching systems capable of connecting any pair of idle ports under arbitrary traffic 
conditions. 

One of the first switching fabrics that was recognized to achieve nonblocking operation 
was the crossbar switch with n input/output ports and n2 crosspoints, but at a prohibitive 
cost for large systems. In 1953, Charles Clos (Clos,l953) wrote a famous paper introducing 
design methodologies for switching networks capable of achieving nonblocking operation 
with significantly less crosspoints. This milestone work was the foundation of the theory 
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Figure 1 A symmetric 3-stage Clos network. 
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that has since been developed by Bene5, Pippenger and many others, e.g. (Bene5,1965), 
(Pippenger,1982), (Cantor,1971), (Feldman et a/.,1986), and (Masson et a/.,1979). 

1.1 General Description of Clos Networks 

A three-stage Clos network consists of three successive stages of switching elements which 
are interconnected by links. In a symmetric three-stage network, all switching elements 
in a stage are uniform (see Figure 1). In the symmetric Clos network of Figure 1, there 
are r switches of size n x m in the first stage, m switches of size r x r in the second, and 
r switches of size m x n in the third. This network thus interconnects n · r input ports 
with n · r output ports. 
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In this paper, we also consider the more general class of asymmetrical 3-stage Clos 
networks (Varma et a/.,1993) and study their nonblocking operation in the Multirate 
environment. 

Figure 2 illustrates the general class of asymmetrical 3-stage Clos networks considered 
in this paper. The differences from the symmetric case are in the number of switches per 
stage, the number of input/output ports per switch and in the capacities of the internal 
links. In the asymmetrical case, all these quantities may have different values. 

1.2 Multirate Networks 

In the early years of the exploration of switching networks, the control algorithms to 
achieve nonblocking operation were simple. The method of Circuit Switching was the 
dominant control operation, according to which, in order to establish a connection from 
point A to point B, one had to progressively reserve the links and establish the entire 
path from A to B. All the resources in that path were allocated to the connection during 
its lifetime, independent of the connection's bandwidth requirements. 

In this Classic Circuit Switching (CCS) environment, the fundamental assumption is 
that each link is allocated to exactly one connection, That is, no link can accommodate 
more than one connection simultaneously. 

Since those times, circuit switching methods have evolved significantly. Physical links 
are now time-multiplexed and the concepts of virtual channels and packet switching have 
matured and have been applied extensively. 

During the past 15 years, the trend in communication systems has been towards serving 
applications with a wide variety of characteristics. Such systems are designed to support 
connections with arbitrary data rates, ranging from a few bits per ·second to several 
hundreds of megabits per second, e.g. (Coudreuse et al.,1987), (Huang et a/.,1984), and 
(Turner,1988). These systems usually carry information in multiplexed format. However, 
in contrast to earlier systems, each connection can utilize an arbitrary fraction of the 
bandwidth of the link carrying it. Typically, information is carried through a link by sta
tistically multiplexing a set of data-packet sequences belonging to a number of services. 
The general class of switching networks that can support services with arbitrary band
width requirements are called multirate networks. Multirate networks can be considered 
as the infrastructure to support the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocol for 
broadband integrated services (B-ISDN). 

Both constant bit-rate (CBR) services as well as variable bit-rate (VBR) services can 
be accommodated in the multirate switching environment. A VBR service can be con
sidered as a sequence of CBR services, each of which has a fixed bandwidth requirement 
during a specific time interval. This bandwidth requirement is the maximum bandwidth 
requirement of the corresponding VBR service throughout the same time interval. Bursty 
traffic can be modeled in a similar way as traffic consisting of VBR services. Therefore, 
a service with bursty characteristics may be connected, disconnected, or rearranged at 
different time intervals, depending on its bandwidth demands. 

One way to operate multirate networks is to select, for each incoming connection, a 
path through the switching system to be used by all packets belonging to that connection. 
The path selection should be such that the available bandwidth on all intermediate links 
selected is enough to carry the connection through. In order to guarantee high-quality 
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of service, our goal should be to design switching networks with as small a blocking 
probability as possible. 

Multirate switching provides the framework for popular trends such as multimedia and 
highly diverse service demands, as well as for state-of-the-art standards such as the ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode). Therefore, it is very important to study and explore 
the properties of nonblocking operation of multirate switching systems. Such a study is 
also necessary because the multirate model further covers packet-switching techniques, 
which cannot be analyzed by the CCS model. The analysis of traditional circuit switching 
methods provides us with the tools to use in today's demanding B-ISDN *environment. 

The extension to multirate switching is not a trivial problem. The primary difficulty 
arises from the fact that the bandwidth requirements of the various services are not fixed 
any more, but instead can be very diverse. More sophisticated algorithms are needed, in 
order to allocate the required bandwidth for each service request appropriately, without 
compromising hardware resources or the quality of service. These complex algorithms, 
along with the variability of the service demands, make the analysis of multirate networks 
a very challenging problem. 

We consider two cases of the multirate environment in our study: (a) the discrete 
bandwidth case, and (b) the continuous bandwidth case. 

Discrete Bandwidth case: The weight of all connections belongs to a finite set { b1 , ••• , bK}, 
where bk = k~, k = 1, ... , K. Denote b = ~ and B = maxk{bk}. In this case, in 
order to simplify the notation, we will assume that 1/b is an integer, although the 
proofs still hold (with a little modification) if we do not impose this restriction. 

Continuous Bandwidth case: Assume that each input and output port has a max
imum capacity of {3, and each internal link has a maximum capacity of 1, (b, B, /3 
are normalized with respect to the internal link capacity). Then, the weights of all 
connections belong to the closed interval [b, B], where 0 :5 b :5 B :5 {3 :5 1. . 

The analysis for the continuous bandwidth case can also be used for the discrete band
width case, since the discrete bandwidth case is a special case of the continuous band
width case. However, the discrete bandwidth case is more restrictive and, therefore, tighter 
bounds can be derived for it by using specialized analysis. Furthermore, this special case 
arises in several applications, which do not require the generality of the continuous band
width environment. For these reasons, we study both cases separately. 

1.3 N onblocking Operation 

One way to operate switching networks is to select for each incoming connection a path 
through the switching system to be used by all packets belonging to that connection. 
The path selection should be such that the available bandwidth on all intermediate links 
selected is enough to carry the connection through. In order to guarantee high quality 
of service, our goal should be to design switching networks with as small a blocking 
probability as possible. Therefore, it is very important to study and explore the properties 
of nonblocking operation of multirate switching systems. 

There are more ways than one for a switch to achieve nonblocking operation, based on 
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Table 1 Overview of the related work. 

Type Conditions if/iff Formula Authors 

ccs b=B=f3=1 iff M 2:: 2L -1 Clos 

DBW I' t int. iff M 2': 2 ·l1~8!bJ + 1 Chung & Ross 

CBW b:::; 0.5 if M 2': 2 · maXwe[b,B] lm.!t-::.:,b} J + 1 Melen & Turner 

CBW b > 0, BE (1- b, 1] iff M 2': 2 ·ltJ · (L- 1) + 1 Chung & Ross 

CBW b = 0, BE (0, 1) iff M > 2 . r L-11 + 1 - 1-B Chung & Ross 

CBW ~~ t int. if 2l L-B J + 1 < M* < 2l L-B J + 1 1-B+b - - 1-B Chung & Ross 

CCS: Classic Circuit Switching, DBW /CBW: Discrete/Continuous BandWidth 

the way the incoming connections are distributed over the network's resources. Each con
nection can be established by allocating network resources {links and buffers) in a number 
of ways, ranging from naive, arbitrary-allocation to highly sophisticated and complex al
gorithms. Methods of higher complexity usually achieve better nonblocking performance 
at lower cost. 

1.4 Earlier Work 

Table 1.4 summarizes the results that have been reported in the past for these networks 
and for both discrete and continuous bandwidth multirate traffic. The formulas included 
in this table provide bounds for the minimum number of middle-stage switches required 
for strictly nonblocking (SNB) operation. 

In 1953, Charles Clos (Clos,1953) introduced for the first time the class of 3-stage Clos 
networks and determined that the number of middle-stage switches M, that are necessary 
and sufficient for strictly nonblocking operation, must be at least 2L- 1, where L is the 
number of input ports per first-stage switch. His result applies in the most general case 
of the classic circuit switching (CCS) environment, i.e., forb= B = f3 = 1. The proof of 
this result relies on the fact that, in the worst case, the source input switch can have up 
to L - 1 input ports occupied, and each of the corresponding connections can be routed 
through a different middle-stage switch, thus requiring L- 1 such switches. For the same 
reason, the destination output switch may require L- 1 additional (possibly different) 
middle-stage switches. Therefore, in order to be able to route a new connection we need 
(L-1)+(£-1)+1 = 2£-1. 

In 1983, Jajszczyk (Jajszczyk,1983) derived conditions for nonblocking operation in the 
strict sense of two and three stage, multiple channel networks. 

In 1989, l\Ielen and Turner (Melen et a/.,1989) introduced an elegant model for intercon
nection networks that also considers multirate traffic. Their analysis determined a lower 
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bound for the continuous bandwidth multira.te environment with b ~ 0.5, (for b > 0.5 
we have the CCS environment case). In the multira.te environment, the main difference is 
that, now, more than one connections may share a. link's bandwidth. Therefore, the study 
and analysis of multira.te networks involves considering the available bandwidth instead 
of available links. 

In 1991, Chung and Ross (Chung et a/.,1991) improved on the bounds derived by Melen 
and Turner, by deriving sufficient and necessary conditions for various cases of continuous 
bandwidth multira.teenvironments, as well as for one case of discrete bandwidth multira.te 
environment, (see Table 1.4). 

In 1994, Collier and Curran (Collier et a/.,1994) generalized Melen and Turner's condi
tions for three stage, multirate networks, including asymmetrical switch configurations. 

Chung and Ross, although they produced tighter bounds and conditions, they only 
considered the special case, where the i/o ports have the same capacity as the internal 
links (i.e., equal to 1). Melen and Turner, instead, had considered the more general case 
of the internal links having a. different (higher) capacity than the i/o ports. Our work 
extends the results of Chung and Ross, based on this assumption by Melen and Turner. 
In addition to this, we derive more results for cases not covered so far, such as the case 
forB< 1- b. 

The general methodology for deriving these results is by considering one first-stage 
switch (source) and one third-stage switch (destination), and assume the worst case sce
nario, as outlined above. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary notation 
and definitions. Section 3 presents a number of theorems and corollaries which generalize 
earlier work for various cases of the multira.te environment. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we present the notation that will be used and referred to throughout this 
paper. We also define the strictly nonblocking mode of switching operation. 

Figure 2 illustrates the general class of asymmetrical three-stage Clos networks con
sidered in this paper. The number of switching elements in the three stages are F, M, 
and G, respectively. We will use the notation S1;, S2;, S3k to refer to first-stage switch 
i, middle-stage switch j and third-stage switch k, respectively, for i = 1, ... , F, j = 
1, ... , M and k = 1, ... , G. The interconnection pattern among the three stages is 
described below. 

Stage 1: Switching element S1; has P; input ports. It is connected to switching element 
S2; with a link of capacity R;,;. The link between Sl; and S2; is denoted as Ll;,;. 

Stage 3: Switching element S3k has Qk output ports. It is connected to switching el
ement S2; with a link of capacity T;,k· The link between S2; and S3k is denoted as 
L2;,k· 

The capacities R;,; and T;,k are normalized quantities such that: 
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

R1,1 T1,1 1 
1 

pl Ql 

R1,M TM,1 
• RF,1 

• T1,G • 
• • • • R1,1 • • 

R1,1 T1,k 

k 

pi Qk 

Ri,M RF,J • TJ,G TM,k 
• • • • • • • R1,M • 

RF,1 T1,G 

M 
RF,M TM,G G 

PF QG 

Figure 2 A general asymmetrical Clos network. 

Each input or output link has a (normalized) capacity of /3 :::; 1. Therefore, the total 
capacity of all the input ports to the network is given by I ~r L::~f P;/3. Similarly, 
the total capacity of all output ports of the network (i.e. outputs of the third stage) is 
0 ~ L:Z~7 Qkf3· The total link capacity, C, from the first stage to the middle stage is 
given by 

F M 

c ~L l::Ri,j· 
i=l i=l 

Similarly, the total link capacity, V, between the middle and the third stages is given by 

M G 
v ~L l::Tj,k· 

j=l k=l 
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Therefore, the total capacity of any set of simultaneous connections in the network cannot 
exceed 

min{I,C,V,O}. 

2.1 Definition of the Strictly Nonblocking Mode 

Before we define the strictly nonblocking mode of operation of 3-stage Clos networks, we 
will introduce the required notation for this definition. For this purpose, we will consider 
the more general multirate environment, since the classic circuit switching (CCS) defini
tions can then be obtained as special cases. Most of the notation presented in this section 
is taken from (Melen et al.,1989). 

In the multirate environment, we assume that each connection request has a weight 
w E [b, B] for some b $ B. A multirate network is said to operate under the continuous 
bandwidth assumption, if w can take any real value in the interval [b, B]. If w can only take 
a few discrete values in [b, B] then the network is said to operate in the discrete bandwidth 
case. A route of weight w is a sequence of links forming a path from an input port to an 
output port such that a bandwidth of w is allocated on each link of this path. A route of 
weight w from x toy realizes a request [x--+ y,w]. A state is a set of routes that satisfy 
all the following conditions. 

1. For every input or output port x, the sum of the weights of the routes that include x 
is at most /3. 

2. For every link Ll;,j, the sum of the weights of all routes that use Ll;,j is at most Ri,j· 
3. For every link L2j,k, the sum of the weights of all routes that use L2j,k is at most Tj,k· 

We say that a state realizes a set of requests, if there is a one-to-one and onto mapping 
from the set of requests to the set of routes in the state. Notice that the utilization of 
a link I in a given state is the sum of the weights of all routes that include I. A link or 
switch y is said to be w-accessible in a given state from an input port x, if there is a path 
from x toy such that the weight on each link lin the path is at most C1- w, where C, is 
the capacity of the link I. We say that a connection request [x--+ y,w] is compatible with 
a state s, if the weight on x and y in s is at most f3 - w. 

Based on the above definitions, we can now define the Strictly Nonblocking (SNB) mode 
of operation as follows. 

Strictly Nonblocking Operation (SNB): A network is strictly nonblocking, if for ev
ery state s and for every connection request r compatible with s, there exists a route 
realizing r in s. No specific control algorithm is assumed and no rearrangements of 
existing connections may be performed. 

Although there are three more nonblocking modes defined for 3-stage Clos switching 
networks,t in this paper, we concentrate on the analysis of the strictly nonblocking mode 

twide-Sense Nonblocking (WSN), Semi-Rearrangeably Nonblocking (SRN). and Rearrangeably :"ion
blocking (RNB) mode. Only SRN and RNB involve rearrangements of existing connections. 
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of operation. Since the SNB mode is the most general one, all the results derived for the 
SNB mode are also sufficient conditions for the other three nonblocking modes. 

3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR SNB OPERATION 

All the theoretical results presented in this section refer to the Strictly Nonblocking (SNB) 
mode of operation of 3-stage Clos networks. Recall that in this mode connections are 
established and disconnections are performed without any particular algorithm. We derive 
results for both discrete and continuous bandwidth cases. 

Observe that if a given interconnection network is SNB for the continuous bandwidth 
case, it is also SNB for the discrete bandwidth case. Studying the special case (i.e., the 
discrete bandwidth case) separately allows us to obtain better bounds, which are still use
ful in applications where the discrete bandwidth assumption is appropriate and adequate. 
Also, note that the CCS case corresponds to b = B = 1 in the discrete bandwidth case. 

Throughout this section, we will adopt the original notation used by Chung & Ross (Chung 
et a/.,1991 ). 

For the following analysis, assume a 3-stage Clos network with N input and N output 
ports. Each first-stage switch has L inputs M outputs and each third-stage switch has M 
inputs and L outputs. Therefore, we have a fJ: x M x fJ: Clos switch (see Figure 3). 

In the multirate environment, recall that each connection request has a weight w E [b, B) 
for some b ::::; B. Also, each input and output port has a maximum capacity of /3, and 
each internal link has a maximum capacity of 1 (b,B,/3 are normalized with respect to 
the internal link capacity). 

Let M* be the minimum number of middle-stage switches for the 3-stage Clos network 
to be strictly nonblocking (with Nand L fixed). It is well-known from (Bene5,1965) that 
2L - 1 middle-stage switches are required for strictly nonblocking operation in the CCS 
case. The following theorems determine the number of middle-stage switches required for 
strictly nonblocking operation in the multirate environment, both in the discrete and the 
continuous bandwidth cases. 

3.1 Already existing results 

The following theorems present the results summarized in Table 1.4, and refer to symmet
ric 3-stage Clos networks. All this work is done by Chung & Ross (Chung et al.,1991), who 
have improved on the original work done by Melen & Turner (Melen et al.,1989). Chung 
& Ross assumed that j3 = 1, that is, the input/output ports have the same capacity as 
the internal links. In the next subsections, we will extend their results to the case where 
the internal links can be faster than the input ports, (i.e., j3::::; 1). We will also generalize 
these results for asymmetrical Clos networks. 

Discrete Bandwidth case 
Theorem 1 Assuming each connection weight is a multiple of b and 1/b is integer, then 
a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking if and only if: 

l L -B J 
M?.2· 1-B+b +1 {1) 
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Stage-1 Stage-2 Stage-3 

Figure 3 A symmetric three-stage Clos network. 

Continuous Bandwidth case 

I 
2 

L 

I 
2 

L 

I 
2 

L 

Theorem 2 For b > 0 and B E ( 1 - b, 1], a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking 
if and only if: 

M ~ 2 ·liJ · (L -1) + 1 (2) 

Theorem 3 For b = 0 and B E (0, 1 ), a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking if 

and only if: 

M~M' lim 2 ·l L - 1 J + 1 
•-o+ 1- B + f 

{ 
2 . l f.:-~ J + 1 if 

2 . [f.:-~] - 1 if 

i:: not integer, 

i:: is integer. 
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Theorem 4 ForB= k · b and k, 1/b integers, 

l L- B J lL- BJ 2· 1-B+b +1:5M*:52· 1-B +1 (3) 

In the following theorems, we will extend the above conditions by assuming that the 
internal links have a higher capacity than the input/output ports. In other words, we 
incorporate the speedup factor of the internal links into the already existing formulas by 
assuming that the normalized i/o port capacity, {j, is in general less than or equal to the 
internal link capacity (which is normalized to 1). 

At this point, we observe that there is no tight bound for the continuous bandwidth 
case, when BE (0, 1- b]. This case has been an open problem so far (Chung et a/.,1991) 
and, in this paper, we provide a solution for it in Theorem 9. 

3.2 Extensions for more General Multirate Clos Networks 

Assuming that the maximum i/o port capacity is {j times the internal link capacity, where 
0 ~ b ~ B ~ {j ~ 1, we can normalize with respect to the i/o port capacity and apply 
into the formulas derived by Chung and Ross: 

b B 1 
0>->->1>-{j_{j_ -{j 

Discrete Bandwidth case 
Theorem 5 Assuming each connection weight is a multiple of b and 1/b is an integer, 
then a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking if and only if: 

M ~ 2 ·l /!:.;: b J + 1 

when PL ~ 1 + b. Otherwise, M ~ 1. 

Proof of Theorem 5 
Sufficiency 

(4) 

Assume an incoming connection of weight w. Since 1/b and wfb are integers, the min
imum capacity of an internal link that would block this connection would be 1 - w + b. 
The maximum utilized bandwidth on the input links that would still allow the incoming 
connection to be established is {jL -w. Therefore, the number of internal links that can be 
saturated with this load is at most f(w) = l f!'..;-.;b J. For {jL ~ 1 + b, f(w) is an increasing 
function of wand, therefore, is maximized for w =Bin the interval (b, B]. For PL < 1 + b, 
f(w) is a decreasing function of wand, therefore, is maximized for w =bin the interval 
(b, B]. With similar reasoning, the same number of middle-stage switches can be blocked 
by a third-stage switch. Hence we need at least twice as many middle-stage switches plus 
one, to ensure nonblocking operation in the worst case. I 

Necessity 
Consider a configuration with 2(fjL-B)/b connections, each with weight b. Half of them 

use the same first-stage switch u, and the same third-stage switch z, and they contribute 
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a weight of at least 1 - B + b to each of l(,BL- B)/(1- B + b)J middle-stage switches. 
The remaining half of the connections, use in a similar way, first-stage switch w i- u 
and third-stage switch v #- z. The two sets of middle-stage switches can be disjoint in 
the worst case. An incoming connection ( u, v, B) would then require at least one more 
middle-stage switch to get through. 

In the case where ,BL < 1 + b, the entire input capacity of a first-stage switch can fit in 
exactly one internal link. Hence, M=l. 

Continuous Bandwidth case 
Theorem 6 For b > 0 and B E ( 1 - b, ,8], a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking 
if and only if: 

M ~ 2 ·l ~ J · (L- 1) + 1 

Proof of Theorem 6 
Sufficiency 

(5) 

Assume a 3-stage Clos network with a single first-stage and third-stage switch with 
L input ports. Without loss of generality, assume that the first input port has a weight 
$ 1 - w, that is, it will allow an incoming connection with weight w. Let J(w, L) be the 
maximum number of internal links that have a weight > 1- w. First, we will show that 
J(w, L) $ l,BfbJ(L- 1). 

Let R be a configuration of connections. For each connection r E R, let ar be its 
weight. Let G1 be the set of connections in R that pass through the zth input port. Thus, 
{ G1, · · · , G L} is a partition of R. Let, also, .J be the set of all internal links with weight 
> 1-w. We observe that J = I.JI. Let H; be the set of connections in R that pass through 
the jlh link in .J. Then: 

L ar $ ,8-w (6) 
reG, 

L ar $ ,8, l = 2, . .. ,L (7) 
reG, 

L ar > 1-w, j E .J (8) 
reH, 

arE [b,B], r E R (9) 

Let G ~ Uf=2 G,. Then, 

IH; nGI ~ 1, j E .J (10) 

otherwise, 3j E .J, such that H; ~ G1 => LreH, ar $ LreG, ar $ ,8- w, which 
contradicts (8), since ,8 $ 1. From (10) we have, 

J $ E IH; n Gl $ IGI (11) 
;e:r 
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From (7) and (9) we have IGd ::; l.B/bJ, I = 2, ... , L. For w = B, (6) implies IGd ::; 
l(.B- B)fbJ. Hence, 

IGI = ~G1::; l~J (L -1). (12) 

From (11) and (12), we conclude that J(w, L) ::; l.B/bJ (L- 1 ). Therefore, we need at least 
one more than twice as many middle-stage switches for nonblocking operation. I 

Necessity 
For every B E ( 1 - b, .8], a single connection (even of weight b) is enough to block 

an internal link, since in the worst case, b + B > 1. Consider a configuration consisting 
of l.B/bJ(L- 1) connections of weight b, with exactly one connection saturating each 
internal link. Then, a new connection of weight B will be blocked unless we have at least 
2l,B/bJ(L- 1) + 1 middle-stage switches. I 

Theorem 7 Forb= 0 and B E (0, ,B), ,B < 1, a 3-stage C/os network is strictly nonblock
ing if and only if: 

M>2·r,BL-111 
- 1-B + 

Proof of Theorem 7 

2. r,BL- Bl- 1 
1- B (13) 

Let M* be the minimum number of middle-stage switches for the 3-stage Clos network 
to be strictly nonblocking. We observe that the case of the continuous bandwidth for 
b = 0 can be solved by considering the discrete bandwidth case with arbitrarily small b. 
Therefore, from theorem 5 and the observation that 

r l,BL- B J = r(3L- Bl- 1 b_:~ 1 - B - b 1 - B 

we have 

l ,BL- B J A:/* = 2 · lim B b + 1 
b-o+ 1- -

2. r,BL- Bl- 1 
1-B 

Theorem 8 ForB= k ·band k,,B/b integers, 

2 ·l,BL- B J + 1 < M* < 2. r,BL- Bl- 1 
1-B+b - - 1-B 

Proof of Theorem 8 

?.r.BL-111 - 1-B +. (14) 

I 

(15) 

The lower bound is derived from theorem 5, if we consider the discrete bandwidth case 
as a sub-case of the continuous bandwidth case (necessary condition). 
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Input-Port Capacity Map Internal- Link Capacity Map 

0 4 ~I! _ _ -- - B - - ~ p 

Figure 4 Illustration to explain the proof of Theorem 9 when 1/b,B/b and /3/b are 
integers. 

The upper bound is derived from the observation that every configuration of connections 
with w E [b > 0, B] is also a configuration of connections with w E [0, B]. Therefore, the 
upper bound is the exact bound of theorem 7 (sufficient condition) . I 

The following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient condition for strictly nonblock
ing operation of 3-stage Clos networks, in the continuous-bandwidth multirate environ
ment, for a special case which has been identified as an open research problem by Chung 
& Ross (Chung et a/.,1991). 

Theorem 9 Assuming that b > 0, B < 1, and either B > 1-b or all1/b, B /b and /3/b are 
integers, then a 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking in the continuous-bandwidth 
multirate environment if and only if 

where 

{ 
0, 

A= r.b£...1 /3-b , 

l(L -1) l~J + l¥J- AJ 
= 2. r~bBl + 1 

if B > 1- b, 
otherwise 

Proof of Theorem 9 
Let us first consider the case when B > 1 - b. This implies 

j3-B~1-B~b 

and the theorem becomes equivalent to theorem 6. 

(16) 

(17) 

Let us now consider the case when all 1/b, B fb and /3/b are integers (refer to Figure 4). 
First, we will show a constructed configuration that achieves the bound suggested by 

the theorem (necessity), and then we will show that any other configuration cannot exceed 
this bound (sufficiency). Therefore, the bound is exact. 
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Necessity: 
Consider a configuration such that all connections have weights either b or b + t, where t 

is some arbitrarily small positive number. Let us call these connections SMALL BLOCK and 
BIGBLOCK, respectively. 

First, we saturate a number 'P of internal links (IL-bars) by routing through each of them 
one BIGBLOCK and e-~-b) SMALLBLOCK(s). Then, we "tile" the input port capacity 
map as shown in Figure 4. Due to the fact that an integer number of BrGBLOCKs does 
not fit exactly in an IP-bar, there is some unused capacity in the input ports, (besides the 
space allocated on the first input port for the next connection). Since we loose exactly one 
SMALLBLOCK for each IP-bar that contains at least one BIGBLOCK, the total number 
of SMALLBLOCKs that we lose from a perfect tiling is given by 

A - I _____ 'P l - ~~l - 1~-1 - 1!3-b (18) 

The total capacity used in the input ports (i.e., the tiled area) is equal to the total capacity 
used in the internal links. Therefore, the maximum number of saturated links is: 

= l;3L-B-bAJ = l(L-l)l~J+l¥j-AJ 
'P 1- B flt:B1 

Hence, the condition M 2:: 2cp + 1 is necessary. 
Sufficiency: 

(19) 

Let us now consider some configuration R of arbitrary-weight connections, with total 
used input capacity UR. Let also Uc be the total used input capacity of the constructed 
configuration, C, above. Then, Uc = (;3L- B- bA)/(1- B). 

Obviously, if UR ~ Uc, then R does not require more than 2cp+ 1 middle-stage switches 
for strictly nonblocking operation. 

If UR > Uc, then the only input ports that can be further loaded in R are the ones 
that contain at least one BIG BLOCK in C. Therefore, the difference UR- Uc > 0 can be 
distributed (in the worst case) by simply augmenting the BIG BLOCKs by an extra weight 
w E [0, min{ b, B- b} ). Since all saturated links in C can augment their BIG BLOCKs by 
any weight less than B, we conclude that R will not require more middle-stage switches 
than C for strictly nonblocking operation. I 

One method to solve the co-dependent equations (16) and (17) for 'Pis as follows: 

1. Set A = 0 in (16) and compute an upper bound for <p. 

2. Compute A from ( 17). 
3. If both equations are not satisfied by the computed values of A and 'P let 'P := 'P - 1 

and goto step 2. 

The above method eventually converges to the solution within a small number of iter
ations, since (i) a solution always exists by construction (see proof), and (ii) the value of 
A is usually small. 
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In the special case, where all1/b, B/b and /3/b are integers, Equation (16) of Theorem 9 
becomes 

lL · !3 - B - b · AJ 
M~2·1?+1 = 2· 1 _ 8 +1 (20) 

The following example, presented in Chung & Ross (Chung et al.,1991), illustrates such 
a case. 

Example 1 Consider a symmetric 3-stage Clos network with L = 5 links per input 
switch, b = 0.1, B = 0.8 and !3 = 1. For this case, Theorem 8 bounds the minimum number 
of middle-stage switches required for strictly nonblocking operation between 29 and 41. 
Theorem 9 gives M* = 39, which verifies the result reported by Chung & Ross (Chung et 
al.,1991). I 

Corollary 1 For every b > 0, B < 1, the bound established in Theorem 9 is a lower 
bound for the minimum number of middle-stage switches required for strictly nonblocking 
operation. 

The proof follows from the fact that the cases of Theorem 9 are subcases of the corollary. 

3.3 Asymmetrical Clos Networks 

The following theorems extend the results presented in Section 3.2 for asymmetrical 3-
stage Clos networks. 

LR der.R dTder.T et ; = mmi i.i an k = mmi i,k· 

Discrete Bandwidth case 
Theorem 10 Assuming each connection weight is a multiple of b and Ri/b, Tk/b are 
integers, then an asymmetrical 3-stage Clos network is strictly nonblocking, if: 

(21) 

when !3 · P; ~ 1 + b, and (3 · Qk ~ 1 +b. Otherwise, M ~ 1. 

Proof of Theorem 10 
In the more general case of an asymmetrical Clos network, each first-stage switch i has P; 

input ports and each third-stage switch k has Qk output ports. In this case, the condition 
of Theorem 5 must hold for every first-stage and third-stage switch. Therefore, we can 
apply a similar proof as in Theorem 5. Let L, = max{ P;} for the first-stage switches and 
L2 = max{Qk} for the third-stage switches. Now, assume a symmetric switch consisting 
of the worst case combination of one input switch with L1 input ports, one output switch 
with L2 output ports and internal links with capacities ~ and Tk between the three 
stages, respectively. To simplify our results, we used ~ ~ mini R;,i and Tk ~ mini Tj,k 
in the denominator. This simplifying assumption yields the sufficient condition given in 
the theorem. I 
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Continuous Bandwidth case 
Theorem 11 For b > 0 and B E (1 - b, ;3], an asymmetrical .'3-stage Clos network is 
strictly nonblocking. if: 

(22) 

Theorem 12 Forb= 0 and BE (0,;3), an asymmetrical3-stage Clos network is strictly 
nonblocking, if: 

(23) 

Theorem 13 ForB = k · b and k, /3/b integers, in an asymmetrical 3-stage Clos network: 

(24) 

The proofs of Theorems 11-13 are similar to the proofs of Theorems 6-8 in combination 
with the observations of the proof of Theorem 10 I 

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we studied the strictly nonblocking switching operation of 3-stage Clos 
networks in the multirate environment. 

First, we generalized the results of Table 1.4 for the case, when the internal links have 
higher bandwidth capabilities than the inputjou1.put ports, by introducing the internal
link speedup factor (1/ ;3). Subsequently, we extended these results for general asymmet
rical Clos networks. In addition to these extensions, we contributed a general tight bound 
for the case of mul tirate traffic, where 1/ b, B / b, !3/ b are all integers. and B is independent 
of b. This formula also generates earlier reported bounds as special cases. 
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